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Windows Interface -Watershed
Background image can be used, such as a scanned photo. Project can be scaled to known landmarks on image. Graphic is "hot" and allows viewing/editing of underlying input parameters. Top view of erosion & deposition in shades of red & green can show trouble areas needing treatment.
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GeoWEPP Interface
Requires ESRI Arcview or ArcGIS and Spatial Analyst software Can access commonly available U.S. databases of USGS 30-m or 10-m resolution DEM data, DRG data, land use data, etc.
User can also import and use their own more detailed data.
Utilizes TOPAZ -Topographic Analysis software (Garbrecht and Martz, 1997) 
Web-browser Interfaces
Advantages
Very easy to access and use, just need a basic computer with an internet connection and Web-browser. No installation or set-up time.
All inputs selected from existing databases through picklists, or from simple screen entries.
Best tool for running WEPP simulations from existing databases. Makes model and database maintenance and management much simpler -single distribution point.
Disadvantages
Limited in ability to fully describe inputs for a particular site. Cannot (yet) modify existing databases. Can make the model too easy to use (if user just selects default inputs, and does not carefully choose best available option) WEPP (6) [FORTRAN] WEPP generated data TOPAZ generated data CLIGEN (5) [FORTRAN] Existing ARS Web-based WEPP GIS system is available for use (mainly as a prototype), and allows rapid assessment of erosion potential at any location within the United States.
Development of slope inputs from DEMs is impartial and may be a more consistent procedure than in-field estimates.
Spatial results from flow-path procedure can easily identify areas that may need to be targeted for erosion control treatment or remediation.
New Web GIS WEPP interface is targeted towards forested watersheds in the Great Lakes region, and should be available by late 2011
